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There are many beautiful nature trails that one can traverse while visiting China. The most popular
attraction for Chinese visa tourists is the "Peak" or "Victoria Peak", which is its real name. Most
Chinese visa travelers stick to basic tourist routes for this part of Hong Kong. Surprisingly, this peak
has many things to offer including gorgeous natural trails for travelers that are more adventurous in
nature. They will love it so much that they will like to keep coming back year after year to experience
the thrill.

There is a tram service to take Chinese visa tourists up the peak. It takes only seven minutes to
reach the cliff that is 400m in height. The view from the top is just breathtaking. Chinese visa tourists
must also know that they can reach the top of the peak by minibus service as well. It will be a nice
idea to travel by tram one-way and return by bus the other way. The tram is red in color symbolic of
the changes in Hong Kong. Tourists will find lush forest covering Victoriaâ€™s slope and foothills. There
are many spectacular views to witness on this southern coast of Hong Kong.

There are many shopping avenues at "the Peak" for Chinese visa tourists. There are a couple of
shopping malls featuring souvenir shops, restaurant and the famous Madame Tussaudâ€™s Museum of
Hong Kong.

Chinese visa tourists must also visit Lugard Road that encircles the summit of Mount Victoria. It
passes through Pokfulam Tree walk that features almost all the species of trees and plants found in
Hong Kong. It is a one and half hours walk featuring detailed information about these plants along
the trail.

Chinese visa tourists can also visit the Victoria Peak Garden, which is a beautiful garden situated
adjacent to the summit that is equally great for its atmosphere as well as breathtaking views.

Those Chinese visa travelers like to walk a lot can start at the backside of the mall, adjacent to Peak
CafÃ© and climb around 150m to get to the garden. Mt. Austin Road connects this garden with the
peak.

Chinese visa holders looking to traverse a natural trail can visit Pokfulam village, which is near the
Peak CafÃ©. This village features a reservoir and is the oldest habitation in Hong Kong. Tourists can
walk towards University Hall from here and take a bus to Wanchai.

Tourists must make sure that the weather is good and visibility fine before traveling up the Peak as
off late the rapid industrialization leaves dense smog in the area causing hurdles in travel. This
growth in development is both good for the economy and brings in foreign tourists at a rapid pace.

Visitors will truly love the experience of visiting these natural trails in China as they will see new
things and have pleasant memories to take back home.
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Allen Tannor - About Author:
Rapid Visas is located in London, and highly experienced in obtaining a China visa, be it for short
term or long term visits to China.
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